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 Abstract : A novel data hiding scheme in digital images with the diamond encoding by pixel value adjustment 

is proposed. The proposed method is the extension of the diamond encoding embedding scheme. First, choosing 

the cropped region from given cover image select 4 pixel pairs from cropped region, and one secret k-ary digit 

is concealed into the diamond characteristic value. The diamond characteristic value is modified to secret digit 

and it can be obtained by adjusting pixel values in a block. Here  embedding parameter k, and the block 

capacity is equal to log2(2k2 + 2k + 1). The diamond encoding provides an easy way to produce a more 

perceptible result than those yielded by simple least-significant-bit substitution methods. The embedded secret 

data can be extracted without disturbing the original cover image. Experimental results have demonstrated that 

the proposed method is capable of hiding more secret data while keeping the stego-image quality degradation 

imperceptible. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
           STEGANOGRAPHY is the art of hiding secret information in the form of cover which can be image 

complex audio, video or any sophisticated biometrics formats  Clearly, the goal of cryptography is to protect the 

content of messages , steganography is to hide the existence of messages. An advantage of steganography is that 

it can be employed to secretly transmit messages without the fact of the transmission being discovered. 

Generically, the steganography process is classified into two phases in majority of the prior research work e.g. 

message embedding and extraction. In the embedding operation, a secret message is transformed into a bit 

stream of bits; this is embedded into the least significant bits (LSBs)  of the image pixels. The embedding 

overwrites the pixel LSB with the message bit if the pixel LSB and message bit do not match. Otherwise, no 

changes are necessary. For the extraction operation, message bits are retrieved from pixel LSBs and combined 

to form the secret  message. 
            There are two main selection algorithms that can be employed to embed secret message bits: 

sequential and random. For sequential selection, the locations of pixels used for embedding are selected  

sequentially one after another. For instance, pixels are selected from left to right and top to bottom until all 

message bits are embedded. With random selection, the locations of the pixels used for embedding are permuted 

and distributed over the whole image. The distribution of the message bits is controlled by a pseudorandom 

number generator whose seed is a secret shared by the sender and the receiver. This seed is also called the stego-

key. The latter selection method provides better security than the former because random selection scatters the 

image distortion over the whole image, which makes it less perceptible.  

 

II. PROPOSED METHOD 

2.1  k ary notational matrix : 

               The proposed method is the extension of the exploiting embedding scheme  is the main idea of  

embedding scheme is that each (2n + 1)- k ary notational secret digit is carried by n cover pixels, and only one 

pixel value increases or decreases by 1 at most. For each block of n cover pixels, there are 2n possible states of 

only one pixel value plus 1 or minus 1.  

               The 2n states of alteration plus the case in which no pixel is modified  form (2n + 1) different cases. 

Therefore, the (2n + 1)- k ary notational secret digit is embedded into the cover pixels by changing the state. 

Before the data embedding procedure, the preprocess can convert the secret data into sequences of digits with 

(2n + 1)-k ary notational representation.  

                For the simplest case of n = 2, the secret data stream S(2) can be expressed as S(5) where S(d) denotes the 

d-ary notational system representation of secret data stream S. Thus, the 5-ary digits can conceal into blocks of 
two cover pixels by modifying at most one pixel value. Denote the gray values of a block of two cover pixels as 

p1 and p2, and the extraction function f is deepened as a weighted sum modulo 5: 
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              Suppose that the transformed 5-ary secret digit s desired to be embedded into the cover pixels p1 and p2. 

According to the secret digit, the embedding process can be classified into 5 conditions. 

 
Condition 1.   If (s − f (p1, p2)) mod 5 = 0: 

 

No modification is needed because the extraction function  f  can decrypt the correct secret data. 

 

Condition 2.   If (s − f (p1, p2)) mod 5 = 1: Increase the pixel value p1  by 1. 

 

Condition 3.   If (s − f (p1, p2)) mod 5 = 2: Increase the pixel value p2  by 1. 

 
   Diamond encoding patterns with k = 1 and (b) diamond encoding patterns with k = 2. 

 

Condition 4.   If (s − f (p1, p2)) mod 5 = 3 Decrease the pixel value p2  by 1. 

 

      Condition 5. If (s − f (p1, p2)) mod 5 = 4:  Decrease the pixel value p1 by 1. 

 

       Compute the two pixel values x and y by 

 

       f( x,y ) =  ( (2k + 1) * x + y) mod l   ----------   1  
 

                The new stego-image pixel pair can be calculated by replacing f (x, y) with st . The used equation is shown as            
follows: 

 
        dt = st −  f (x,y) mod l.                    -----------     2  

 

    st -  embedded  secretdigit st is obtained from the t th index of the sequence of  lary mdigits. 
 

2.2  Block Diagram :  

2.2.1 Embedding Call back   
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2.2.2  Extracting Callback  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

III. INDENTATIONS AND EQUATIONS 
                                     In this section, we shall introduce the general operation of the diamond encoding technique. The 

proposed  scheme embeds (2n + 1)- ary digit into n cover pixels, but the diamond encoding scheme can conceal 

(2k2 + 2k + 1)-  ary digit into a cover pixel pair where k is the embedding parameter. The detail of this scheme is 

described as follows. Assume that a, b, p, and q are pixel values, and k is a positive integer. The neighborhood 

set  Sk(p, q) represents the set that contains all the vectors (a, b) with the distance to vector (p, q) smaller than 

k, and   Sk(p, q) is defined as the following form: 
 

sk (p,q)  = { (a,b) (p - q) + (q - b) <= k };      --------   3  

sk =number of elements of the set Sk, and each member in Sk is called neighboring vector of (p, q). the 

following equations are used to be found sk 

 

Sk  =      +                 -----------   4  

      =       

      = 1 + ((k(k+1))) / 2  * 4 ; 

      =   1 + 2k(k+1); 

      =   2k2  + 2k + 1; 

 

For extraction we are using the following formula: 

F (p’,q’)  = _(2k + 1) ×  p’  +  q’ mod l                         -------   5  

Here  (p’ , q’)   =  coordinates of extracted pixel pairs 

l = 2k2 +2k +1.                                           -------------                     6  

         

                     Here is an example to describe how the proposed algorithm  actually works. Assume that the 
embedding parameter k = 2 and l = 13. Suppose we have pixel pairs x = 20 and y = 31 and we use (4) to 

calculate DCV by computing f (20, 31) = (20 × 5 + 31)mod13 = 1. Now let us take st = 11(13) as the embedded 

secret digit, and we can obtain the modulus distance  dt = 11−1mod 13 = 10 by computing Then, we search 

D2(20, 31) which is shown in Figure 2 and obtain the neighboring vector (22, 31) locating in set S2(20, 31) and 

dk = 10. Therefore, the values of pixel pair (20, 31) are replaced with (22, 31). 

                             In the secret data extraction phase, the stego-pixel pairs x_ = 22 and y_ = 31 can be used to 

compute the DCV by f (22, 31) = 22 × 5 + 28mod13 = 11. Finally, the secret digit st is obtained. 

 

 

Stego image  pixel 

pair 

Neighbour matrix 

Modulus distance calculate 

 

Secret Data 
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IV. FIGURES AND TABLES 
4 .1 Resulting Images  

                 In this paper five cover images Lena, Zelda, of 128×128 pixels as shown in the figure 4. 1a, 1b, 2 a,2b 

are considered. Then to evaluate the performance of the proposed method, several experiments have been 

carried by considering for  secret text . The results of above algorithm have been shown below   

 

                     
Fig  (1 a)     input image                                         Fig  (2 a)     input image      

 

                      
Fig  (1 b)     stego  image                                         Fig  (2 b)     stego  image         

                     In our experiments, the quality of the stego-image is measured by the peak signal-to-noise ratio 

(PSNR). The PSNR is the most popular metris to measure the distortion between the cover image and stego-
image. It is defined as follows:  

 

PSNR  = 10 log 10 (255 *255 / MSE) 

MSE    =  (1/ M X N)  (I/p img – O/p img)^2 

 

4.4 Table Comparison :  

                Smaller k means low capacity and less distortion whereas larger k means high capacity and increased 

distortion. As expected, Table 1 shows that the growth of payload did depend on the value k. The third column 

of Table 1 indicates that the numbers of pixels  payload is nothing but no of bits  to be  embedded  in an cover 

image Results of the proposed scheme with different parameter k 

 

Table 1 

K  value Sk Payload Psnr 

1 1.16 52 

2 13 1.85 49 

3 25 2.32 47 

4 41 2.68 42 

 

V. CONCLUSION  
                   In this paper, we have presented a novel data hiding scheme based on the pixel pair matching 

technique. The diamond encoding method has been used to alleviate distortions after hiding a secret digit into 

two cover pixels. It not only keeps high stego-image quality but also considering large amount of data into cover 
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images for secret communication. The performance of the proposed method  proves to be better than the simple 

and modify LSB method and other existing schemes in terms of payload and stego-image quality. 
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